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measuring about twelve ieet by eight, revolving,
with 'how full* how very full,  a sense of our
responsibility, some one or more of the countless
problems which necessarily present themselves to
the conscientious ruler over fifty-six young gentle-
men. We are not always serious by any means, but
when \ve are serious, how dcvastatingly serious we
are! Since that time I have watched a colonel in the
heat of action directing the defence of a half-
breached fort on which the safety of an army hung,
and I have sat in the study of a weary Prime Minister
•while the pound sterling wavered like a rag in a
high wind and he was to launch on the morrow
an election campaign upon which the fate of the
British Empire seemed to hang* But I have seen no
one more conscious of the burdens of responsibility
than was I myself in those far off clays, ** It's about
time we dropped on Paseoe," I say, and Jack nods
gloomily. The code which justified Fascoe's forth-
coming execution lay at the roots of the System;
but although, such is the force of habit, I still find
it intelligible and indeed reasonable, it isn't perhaps
too easy to explain to an outsider. The basis of it all,
I should say, was the doctrine of hubris^ a Homeric
word,   of  which   a   rather   inadequate   English
equivalent  is  "arrogance,1*   In   Whitelaw's   any
suspicion of arrogance must be dropped on, as surely
as in a Greek tragedy any display of hubris brought
retribution in its train- Now at Rugby, at any rate
at Whitelaw's, unless you were a person of recognised
importance you were not sxipposed to "rag," to
indulge, that is to say, in audible horse-play, inside
the House, The Sixth and a few other persons of

